
Fusil Fair Superposé - Lusso Acier Ejecteur Cal. 20
https://www.simac.fr/en/produit-2310-Fusil-Fair-Superpose-Lusso-Acier-Ejecteur-Cal.-20

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Chamber (mm) Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

DC531CI Cal. 20/76 DD AW807 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  DT  Eject.  5 I.C.  1960.00 € incl. tax

DC531MCI Single trigger AW807 C cal. 20  76 mm  2  SMT  Eject.  5 I.C.  1960.00 € incl. tax

Manufacture, finish and impeccable presentation for this superb luxury version which combines
elegance and safety at the best price. The models each have details that really make the difference.

One-piece steel rocker with false body
Proven steel ball barrels
Ejectors
Golden relaxation tail
Trigger guard with engraving
Solid walnut pistol grip and tulip front with oiled sanded finish

 

Plain shotgun with classic and elegant lines providing all the efficiency and reliability expected for a quality
over-and-under.

The lusso is distinguished by the detail brought to the finishes and the quality of the materials as well as the
assemblies.

Its false body receiver brings that touch of luxury to FAIR rifles which makes them pleasant to look at.

The balance of the Lusso allows easy and natural shouldering and aiming, for ultra-fast dynamic shots.

The 20 caliber is appreciated by the most demanding shooters for its sporty character, as it requires all the
precision and skill of the shooter to hit his target given its tighter pattern.

The balance of power with the game is evened out, and the satisfaction of hitting the target is all the greater.

 

Selective mono trigger without supplement
English stock for caliber 20 without supplement

Left-handed option: 75€

 

PRODUCT INFO: The "Last generation" Laser engravings are made on a triple depth. Some models even
offer 3D engravings .

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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